Part II—Section 1
Notifications or Orders of specific character or of particular interest to the public issued by Secretariat Departments.

NOTIFICATIONS BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY SECRETARIAT

DEMISE OF HONOURABLE THIRU K.P.P. SAMY, MEMBER OF THE TAMIL NADU LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.


No. II(1)/LAS/7(d-1)/2020.

"The Hon. Speaker has learnt with deep regret the demise of Thiru K.P.P. SAMY, a Member of the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly on 27th February, 2020".

VACATION OF SEAT IN TAMIL NADU LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY


No. II(1)/LAS/7(d-2)/2019.

"A vacancy has occurred among the Members of the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly, consequent on the demise of Thiru K.P.P. SAMY, a Member elected to the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly from 10. Thiruvottiyur Assembly Constituency, Tiruvallur District".
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